
COLOUR
Computer screens display RGB colour (Red, Green, 
Blue). Printing processes use CMYK colour (Cyan, 
Magenta, Yellow, Black). Our printer automatically 
converts RGB to CMYK but results can be darker. To 
ensure colours print as you intend you need to setup 
your artwork in CMYK or convert your colours to 
CMYK before printing. If colour is critical you need 
to let us know and supply a sample of the colour 
you want to match. Your sample proof will show you 
how your file prints and let you know if there are any 
problems. And just a heads up – orange and tints of 
blue are notoriously hard to produce in CMYK.

FILE SUPPLY
We want your files to print awesomely 
and exactly as you envision them. 
To avoid disappointment, delays and extra costs, please ensure you send us the 
correct print files. For best results, PP+D prefers to print from high-quality PDF 
files with 5mm bleed and crop marks. Here’s all the details... 

THE BASICS
- Export As / Save As a high resolution PDF
- Single pages not spreads
- 5mm bleed on all sides with crop marks
- Images should be 300dpi (at 100%)
- CMYK colour
We also need to know what size your job is and  
how many copies you need. Even better if you know  
what paper stock –but we can help with that.

Don’t panic, we’re here 
to help if you need us

ARTWORK SETUP
Wait! Before we get into all that, your artwork needs to 
be made up of quality components to translate well to 
print. Make sure your page size is correct, with decent 
margins and bleed, your images are 300dpi at 100% size 
and you are using CMYK colour space. 

To best judge the quality of your file, view a printed 
sample (proof) before continuing. Simply view your 
PDF on screen and zoom in to 100% - you will soon see 
if any image or text is pixelated and the resolution is 
too low. But if you’re not sure, don’t panic. Just PDF 
your file and send it to us. We will soon let you know of 
any problems. 

Bleed - 5mm all sides (if you 
want colour to the edge)
Safe Area - allow a minimum 
3mm margin / safe area (so 
nothing gets cut off)
Crop Marks - usually a check 
box option when you Export or Save as PDF. 
No option for bleed or crops? Make sure you have 
bleed and let us know - we are able to add these.  
We have a few tricks up our sleeve.
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PROOFS
We prefer to print a sample for you to check and 
approve layout and colour output on your chosen 
stock. If this is not an option due to time constraints, 
we can soft proof you a PDF via email but onscreen 
proofs are not colour accurate and are for checking 
layout only.

Please check your proof carefully. We cannot accept 
responsibility for your printed product not being as 
you expected, or for any missed errors, once approval 
to print is given. 
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HOW TO PDF
You can Save As or Export To PDF from many 
applications. Make sure you use the ‘High’ or ‘Press 
Quality’ preset settings and include bleed and 
cropmarks. Check out ‘Tips and Tricks’ over the page 
for visuals and more ‘hard out’ info...

Remember what we said before? The best way to 
judge quality for yourself is to view your PDF on 
screen at and zoom in to 100%. You’ll soon see if any 
images or text are pixelated and low resolution. If 
that’s the case there is not a lot we can do. You will 
need to find a bigger better version of the image and 
replace it (without enlarging it a million percent).

For booklets we need single page documents - not 
spreads. We can do all that print prep ‘imposition’ 
our end. Just make sure you have the right number 
of pages - they need to be in multiples of 4 to make 
a booklet 4 / 8 / 12 pages etc - or you will get end up 
with some blank pages.



THE NEW BLACK
Black can be produced  
in 2 ways.
Single colour black - made up of 100% black (K) Ideal 
small areas and text, not great for large areas of 
colour or backgrounds as it appears washed out and 
uneven. The alternative is to add a dash of cyan (C) to 
the mix to add depth and make:

Rich colour black - made up of 100% black (K) plus 
40% cyan (C), 40% magenta (M) and 40% yellow (Y).

MINIMUM FONT SIZES
Recommended for 
readability.
7pt for up to A4 
14pt for posters A3 and over

BEWARE OF BORDERS
Avoid close or  
edge borders. 
Print alignment and trimming these consistently is 
tricky so check your margin / safe area.

HARD OUT STUFF
Some fonts don’t  
travel well. 
If in doubt send us the font as well or even better 
convert all fonts to outlines.

Don’t go crazy with effects.
Layer and transparency effects don’t always print 
well. You will need to flatten these in your PDF 
settings. Gradients can be the same so check these 
on your print proof. Graphics apps can contain 
features incompatible with printing technology, 
and some things that look good on screen look bad 
printed. Once more – check your print proof.

Special setup is needed 
sometimes. 
Dielines, Spot UV, Foil and Embossing areas need to 
be setup as a spot colour and set to overprint.

Templates & visuals.
We can provide you with a PDF template for most 
things. The more time and information you give us 
the better the outcome. We can also help you with 
any file setup and supply on a time charge basis. 

TIPS & TRICKS

Good luck; we’re here  
to help if you need us
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PDF-ING
You should see 
something like 
this.
When you Export / Save As  
a high resolution Press Quality 
PDF (preferred)
Remember:
Single pages not spreads
5mm bleed with crop* marks
*No option for crops? Make your 
page size 5mm bigger and let us 
know - we can define bleed and 
add crops our end.


